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1. Caption for animation SM1: Relative vorticity field normalized by f ζ/f in the31
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RV_unfiltered_vs_filtered_upwelling_z40m_S1.avi34

2. Caption for animation SM2: Vertical velocity in the upwelling region before (left35

panel) and after (right panel) applying the dynamical filter. Animation name:36

Wvel_unfiltered_vs_filtered_S2.avi37

3. Caption for animation SM3: Horizontal divergence field normalized by f ζ/f in the38

upwelling region before (left panel) and after (right panel) applying the dynamical filter.39

Animation name:40

DV_unfiltered_vs_filtered_upwelling_z40m_S3.mp441

4. Caption for animation SM4: Frontogenetic tendency Fs in the upwelling region42

before (left panel) and after (right panel) applying the dynamical filter. Animation name:43

Fs_unfiltered_vs_filtered_upwelling_z40m_S4.mp444

5. Caption for animation SM5: Vertical heat fluxes at 40 m depth in the upwelling45

region before (left panel) and after (right panel) applying the dynamical filter. Animation46

name:47

VHF_unfiltered_vs_filtered_upwelling_z40m_S5.mp448

S1. Numerical simulation

The regional CCS simulation used in this work is based on a hierarchical numerical set49

up, starting from a global ocean numerical simulation known as LLC4320 and described50

in Torres et al. (2018). The nominal resolution of the global simulation is 1/48◦ (∼ 251

km at midlatitudes) with 90 vertical levels. LLC4320 simulation is a free-run that carries52

the full luni-solar tidal potential, promoting the development of an internal gravity wave53
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continuum (Mazloff et al., 2020). LLC4320 is used to set up regional CCS simulation. The54

nominal horizontal resolution of the child grid is 500 m. The vertical levels remain the55

same as LLC4320, 90 levels. The domain considered is the central CCS extending from56

the coast to the longitude of 128◦W and latitude 35◦N to 40◦N. The child simulation is57

forced with near-surface atmospheric fields from the 0.14◦ ECMWF atmospheric reanalysis58

linearly interpolated in time. The child simulation is also forced by the hourly LLC432059

outputs along the side boundaries, which includes forcing by internal tides, near-inertial60

waves and higher frequency IGWS and not just barotropic tides. The model outputs61

spans from December 01, 2011, to May 15, 2012.62

Outputs of the child simulation have been compared with observations from a mooring63

whose location is shown by the red star on Figure 1a. Results are displayed on Figure S1 in64

terms of frequency spectrum. Solid lines on this figure are related to mooring observations65

and dashed lines to simulation outputs. On the one hand, tidal energy (M2 frequency)66

and their harmonics are overestimated in the simulation by a factor 2.5-3 (see solid and67

dashed black curves). Such overestimation is not due specifically to the child simulation68

but is present in the parent simulation (LLC4320) as emphasized by Yu et al. (2019).69

However, since internal tides are mostly captured by low vertical modes, they should be70

filtered in our approach. On the other hand, near-inertial motions in the simulation (with71

a frequency close to f) are close to those from mooring observations (see again solid and72

dashed black curves). This differs from Yu et al. (2019)’s results who found LLC432073

simulation underestimates near-inertial motions by a factor 3. Such a good comparison is74

likely explained by the period of time considered (just 1.5 month: mid-March to the end75
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of April). Comparison between the child simulation and mooring observations in terms of76

IGWs with frequencies higher than f is reasonable, except for the tidal harmonics. This77

is consistent with Mazloff et al. (2020) who indicate i) that LLC4320 simulation performs78

well on this aspect compared with other models and ii) that regional models implemented79

with a smaller grid-size should be forced by high-frequency boundary conditions (which80

is what we have done).81

S2. Vertical normal modes

Expansion of U , V , and W in terms of vertical normal modes leads to (Fu & Flierl, 1980):82

(U, V ) =
∞∑
n=0

(un, vn)(x, y, t)Fn(z) , W =
∞∑
n=1

Å
∂un
∂x

+
∂vn
∂y

ã
(x, y, t)Hn(z), (1)

with n = 0 corresponding to the barotropic mode since (F0 is homogeneous over the83

water column). Fn (for n > 0) are the eigenfunctions of the Sturm-Liouville problem84

and Hn are given by Hn(z) =
∫ 0

z
F ′n(z′)dz′, which constitute an orthogonal basis with85

respect to the inner product (HnHm) =
∫ 0

z
N2HnHmdz (Fu & Flierl, 1980). Figure S286

displays low (1-5) and intermediate (10 and 15) baroclinic modes for horizontal (Fn(z))87

and vertical (Hn(z)) motions. Since the zero crossing of each mode is an index of the88

vertical scale associated with this mode (Fu & Flierl, 1980), Figure S2 indicates that low89

baroclinic modes have large vertical scales and high baroclinic modes small vertical scales.90

Functions Fn(z) associated with modes 1 to 5 do not have any zero crossing above a depth,91

zr (100m (200m) for the upwelling (offshore) region). They are almost constant down to92

zr. Similarly, Hn(z) associated with these low modes display only a linear trend down to93

zr.94
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Then removing low modes contribution to horizontal and vertical motions between the95

surface and zr can be done by filtering large vertical scales. To do so, we estimate at each96

grid point (x, y) the contribution of large vertical scales as97

Xlt(x, y, z) = m(x, y)z + a(x, y), (2)

with X either U , V or W , and remove this contribution from the total field (Xt(x, y, z))98

between the surface and zr to get the filtered fields (Xf (x, y, z)), i.e. the contribution of99

small vertical scales (SBM).100

Xf (x, y, z) = Xt(x, y, z)−Xlt(x, y, z). (3)

m(x, y) is the slope of the linear trend and a(x, y) a vertically homogeneous constant. We101

further assume that SBM motions are zero at zr. For W , the boundary conditions, W = 0102

at surface and zr, lead to a(x, y) = Xt(x, y, zr) andm(x, y) = (Xt(x, y, 0)−Xt(x, y, zr))/zr103

(see Figure S2, bottom panel). Figure S2 (upper panels) indicates that the linear trend104

is weak for U and V , which leads to m(x, y) = 0. Then a(x, y) = Xt(x, y, zr), again to105

ensure SBM motions are zero at zr. We have tested the condition m(x, y) 6= 0 for U and106

V , i.e. taking into account a linear trend for horizontal motions. Except for motions at107

surface (where they are zero), results are unchanged. This is understandable since SBM108

motions are assumed to have small vertical scales.109

In order to have a reference point and to evaluate the performance of the method proposed110

above, the classical modal decomposition method is used. Equation 3 is used to compute111

the first 13 baroclinic modes of U and V to reconstruct the horizontal motions. Maps of112
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ocean currents speed, relative vorticity, and horizontal divergence are shown in Fig. S3.113

The reconstructed fields and the total motions look similar. In particular, the divergence114

field is overwhelming by internal gravity waves, in both fields. However, by removing the115

reconstructed field from the total motions, defining a filtered field, elongated filaments116

remains. To further characterize the filtered field, the frequency-wavenumber spectrum117

of divergence is computing (Fig. S4). The comparison between the total (Fig. S4,118

left panel), the reconstructed (Fig. S4, middle panel), and the filtered ((Fig. S4, right119

panel)) fields confirm that the modal reconstruction captures internal gravity waves, and120

mesoscale motions, and the filtered field mostly concerns SBMs filaments with horizontal121

scales smaller than 10 km and frequencies higher fo. This confirms the hypothesis that122

led to develop this method, i.e. IGWs are mostly captured by low baroclinic modes.123

The linear tendency between the surface and a given depth captures most those motions124

whose vertical scale is larger than the thermocline depth. In this case are the first 13125

modes. The method proposed in this study acts like a shortcut to isolate the superposition126

of low baroclinic modes.127

S3. Frontogenesis triggered by mesoscale eddies and atmospheric forcings

SBM fronts result from the impact of horizontal motions on buoyancy anomalies (Hoskins128

& Bretherton, 1972; Lapeyre et al., 2006), in particular motions associated with mesoscale129

eddies. SBM fronts can also be stimulated by atmospheric forcings through the vertical130

viscosity (ν) (Garrett & Loder, 1981; Gula et al., 2014). These mechanisms lead to thin131

buoyancy fronts.132
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S3.1. Mesoscale eddies

The term explaining the impact of horizontal motions on frontogenesis, called the frontal133

tendency, is defined as (Hoskins & Bretherton, 1972; Lapeyre et al., 2006)134

Fs = −
(
bx by

)
·
Å
ux vx
uy vy

ã
·
Å
bx
by

ã
, (4)

with b the buoyancy field. Note that Fs > 0 implies increasing buoyancy gradient, i.e.,135

frontogenesis, while Fs < 0 implies decreasing buoyancy gradients, i.e. frontolysis.136

S3.2. Atmospheric forcings

The vertical viscosity forces an effective divergent flow, δν , that further stimulates fron-

togenesis (Garrett & Loder, 1981). A scaling analysis assuming vertical viscosity ν is

constant in space, leads to (Garrett & Loder, 1981)

δν ≈
ν

f
ζzz ≈

ν

f 2
∆bz, (5)

with ∆ the horizontal Laplacian operator. This means that, through the modulation of137

the vertical viscosity, the wind intermittency and the diurnal cycle of surface heat fluxes138

impact the divergence, relative vorticity and buoyancy gradients associated with these139

fronts. Recently, Gula et al. (2014), revisiting the impact of ν on frontogenesis, explained140

it in terms of turbulent thermal wind balance (TTW).141

S4. Ageostrophic character of the SBM frontal dynamics

The large magnitudes ζ/f > 1, emphasized on Figure 1a (main text), indicates that SBM142

fronts are in gradient wind balance and not in gestrophic balance (Thomas et al., 2008).143

This means that SBM fronts have asymmetric properties consisting of large ζ/f > 0 on144
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the cold side of the front, associated with δ/f < 0 values with large magnitudes and large145

values of Fs > 0, whereas the dynamics is much less intense on the warm side of the front146

(Thomas et al., 2008; Siegelman, 2020). This property is emphasized by the scatterplots of147

Fs plotted as a function of ζ/f and strain (S/f) shown n Figure S5,following the approach148

from Balwada, Xiao, Smith, Abernathey, and Gray (2021). The area corresponding to149

S/f < |ζ/f | identifies cyclonic eddies (for ζ/f > 0) and anticyclonic eddies (for ζ/f < 0).150

Areas corresponding to S/f ≥ |ζ/f | are strain-dominated regions where SBM fronts are151

expected to form (Hoskins & Bretherton, 1972). Figure S5 reveals large Fs > 0-values in152

the strain dominated region (S/f > |ζ/f |) with ζ/f > 0-values larger than one. SBM153

fronts within the offshore region (Figure S5, left panels) exhibit a stronger ageostrophic154

character, with much larger Fs-values associated |ζ/f |-values up to four (instead of < 1 for155

a geostrophic balance), which confirms the more energetic frontal activity in the offshore156

region. Note that none Fs, ζ/f or S/f are filtered on Figures S5. Using filtered Fs and157

ζ/f does not change the results, which is understandable since Fs is not affected by IGWs158

(see previous section) and IGWs only affect small ζ/f -values.159

S5. Vertical heat fluxes in the upwelling region

We have compared the vertical heat fluxes diagnosed using the unfiltered W and T and160

filtered W and T . The significant differences between Figures S6a and b highlight how161

IGWs lead to incoherent vertical heat fluxes (panel a), whereas those diagnosed for the162

filtered fields (panel b) are well in phase with Fs and the filtered ζ/f - and δ/f -fields and163

therefore with the SBM frontal dynamics. Vertical heat fluxes in spectral space (Figures164

S6c and d emphasize that the incoherent features in Figure S6a are principally explained165
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by IGWs, in particular by internal (M2) tides. Such IGW impacts on the vertical heat166

fluxes are emphasized by the movie https://www.dropbox.com/s/b0zvgb37solado4/167

VHF tot vs res upwelling z40m S5.mp4?dl=0.168

S6. Results in the offshore region

Figure S8 is similar to Figure 3 (main text) but for the offshore region. It shows the169

horizontal fields of ζ/f , δ/f , and Fs at surface in the offshore region. Top panels are the170

unfiltered fields and bottom panels the filtered fields using the dynamical filter. Figure S9171

is similar to Figure 4 (main text) but for the offshore region. It shows the time evolution in172

the offshore region of the net surface heat flux (Qnet), wind stress (τ), and ν (top panel),173

of ζrms/f , and Fs (second panel) and of δrms/f (third panel). RMS values have been174

calculated over the whole upwelling region. Other quantities are just averaged over the175

whole upwelling region. On the top panel, 1/ν is plotted instead of ν to better emphasize176

the relationship between Qnet and ν (ν is minimum when Qnet is maximum) as well as177

with the frontal properties (Fs, ζrms/f , and δrms/f). The bottom panel displays the RMS178

values of vertical velocity (W) over the upwelling region. The second, third and bottom179

panels show ζrms/f , δrms/f and W before using the dynamical filter (orange curves) and180

after (blue curves). The grey shading on each panel shows day time (white) and night181

time (gray).182

S7. Spatial filter

To further check the pertinence of this dynamical filter, we have tested another filter that183

consists of spatially filtering scales larger than a given scale. Based on Figure 2 (main184

text), we have used scales of 5, 10 and 20 km. The high pass filter with a scale of 20185
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km is the best one in terms of magnitude of the filtered fields and of the geometry of the186

structures. Figure S10 shows the unfiltered and spatially filtered ζ/f and δ/f fields. The187

spatially filtered ζ/f compares well with the ζ/f -field using the dynamical filter although188

magnitudes slightly differ (see Figures S10c and Figure 3 first row). However the δ/f -field189

using the spatial filter much differs from the one using the dynamical filter, displaying190

incoherent patterns that look like IGWs (see Figures S10d and Figure 3 second row).191

The ω-k spectra provide some explanations for these discrepancies. Although the ω-k192

spectrum for ζ/f using the spatial filter is similar to the one using the dynamical filter193

(see Figures S10b and Figure 2e), the ω-k spectra for δ/f are totally different (see Figures194

S10d and Figure 3f). Actually, retaining scales smaller than 20 km leads to the retention of195

both SBMs and also all small-scale IGWs that concern high frequencies explained by low196

baroclinic modes. This emphasizes the need to remove IGWs explained by low baroclinic197

modes.198
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Figure S1. Rotary spectrum from MBARI-M2 mooring and model outputs for the

period between mid-March and the end of April 2012. The observational data (WMO

platform code 46093) are freely available (http://dods.mbari.org/data/ssdsdata/

deployments/m2/) and provided by the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute. The

mooring is located at 36.696◦N and 122.399◦W. Model velocities are taken at mooring lo-

cation. The mooring data are truncated to the time span of the model data. Note that

the length and time interval (hourly) of both records are the same, but they are not

contemporaneous.
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Figure S2. Vertical profiles of N/fo, low (dashed lines) and intermediate (solid lines)

baroclinic modes in the offshore (panels on the first row) and upwelling regions (second

row). Fn gives the vertical structure of the horizontal velocity components and Hn gives

the vertical structure of the vertical velocity component. Bottom panel: linear trend, or

linear depth tendency, for W : Black line (Xt), blue line (Xlt), and orange line Xf ).
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Figure S3. Vertical normal mode decomposition. First column shows the speed

(first row), the relative vorticity (second row), and the horizontal divergence (third row)

from total motions; the second column shows the motions reconstructed using the first

13 baroclinic modes; and the third column shows the filtered field after removing the

reconstructed field from the total motions.
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Figure S4. Frequency-wavenumber spectrum of divergence for the total motions (left

panel), the reconstructed field using the first 13 baroclinic modes (middle panel), and the

filtered field after removing the reconstructed fields from the total (right panel).
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Figure S5. Daytime (upper panels) and nighttime (lower panels) frontogenesis function,

Fs [10−18 s−5], as a function of ζ/f and S/f at 10 m in the offshore region (left panels),

and upwelling region (right panels). S is defined as S = [(ux − vy)
2 + (vx + uy)

2]1/2.

See Figure 1 in the main text for the location of the two regions. Black lines 45◦ lines

correspond to one-dimensional shear flow (S = |ζ|). This spectral analysis concerns a 1.5

month period, from mid-March to the end of April 2012.
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a) b)

c) d)

e)
Figure S6. Vertical heat fluxes in the upwelling region at 40 m depth. Top panels are

snapshots of the total and filtered fields in the physical space. Middle panels are the total

and filtered vertical heat fluxes in the frequency-wavenumber space (W/m2).
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Figure S7. Time evolution of the vertical heat fluxes averaged over the upwelling (top

panel) and offshore (bottom panel) regions before using the dynamical filter (blue curves)

and after (orange curves). The gray shading on each panel shows day time (white) and

night time (gray).
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Figure S8. Horizontal fields of ζ/f , δ/f , and Fs at surface in the offshore region. Top

panels are the total fields and bottom panels the filtered fields using the dynamical filter.
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Figure S9. Time evolution in the offshore region of the net surface heat flux (Qnet),

wind stress (τ), and ν (top panel), of ζrms/f , and Fs (second panel) and of δrms/f (third

panel). See further details in section S6.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure S10. Spatial filter: Surface fields of ζ/f and δ/f in the upwelling region. first

row panels are the total fields, second row panels the filtered fields using a high-pass

spatial filter at scale of 20 km. Spectra of ζ/f and δ/f near the surface in the upwelling

region. Left third and fourth panels are for total fields, right third and fourth panels for

filtered fields using a high-pass spatial filter at scale of 20 km. Note that the beams with

a negative slope for scales smaller than 10 km on fourth row panels is an aliasing effect

explained by hourly outputs used whereas the time step in the simulation is 20 s.
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